WINTER ANIMALS, PLANTS AND THE SUBNIVEAN ZONE
Brought to you by Scout Island Nature Centre
By Bill Gilroy. In 1990, I worked as a technician for
the BC Ministry of Forests assisting with animal
research. One very interesting project we undertook
was to determine, primarily, which insects remain
active in the winter in a high elevation forested
subnivean zone (where the earth and snow) meet. In
the fall we dug holes in the forest floor and placed
two large plastic “beverage” cups in each (one inside
the other), with the top cup being level with the
ground. Then a 6 inch diameter pvc tube that was 6
feet long was placed vertically over the cups (this
SUBNIVEAN ZONE
area near Sicamous gets a lot of snow!) and a cap
placed on top. The top cup was also fitted with a
wire loop so when we came back during the winter, we could lower a hook to remove it in order to
check its contents. We were amazed at the number and variety of insects, spiders and small mammals
that remain active under the snow. It turns out that a covering of snow in our part of the world in
winter is a very important component to the survival of many plants and animals. And, oh…we had to
add another length of pvc pipe because the snow ended up being too deep for the original 6 foot
tube! Read on to learn how plants and animals adapt to winter. There is also a game at the end that
you may want to try with your class.

SNOW AND ANIMALS

Source: The National Snow and Ice Data Centre
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/snow/animals.html

It can be difficult for animals to live in places that receive large amounts of snow, such as in the high latitudes
and at high elevations. Snowy places tend to receive less sunlight,
which decreases temperatures and makes it hard for animals to
stay warm. Deep snow can also be difficult to move around in;
animals must spend more time and energy walking through it or
finding food beneath it.
During winter, animals often must contend with deep snow, which
makes movement difficult. These caribou are walking in single file;
a lead animal will break a trail through the snow, and the rest of the
herd follows in its tracks. An activity to illustrate the energy
savings of using an already broken trail is to have your class walk single file to create a “deer trail” in
the snow, then have a race, with one group breaking a new trail while the other uses the already broken
deer trail.

Adaptations
Some animals have adapted to co-exist with the cold. Deer, elk, bison,
and other grazing animals use their hooves and muzzles to clear snow
away from plants they need to eat to survive. To help retain warmth
throughout the winter, they also grow thicker, shaggier coats, which they
shed in the spring when the weather becomes warm again.
Elk and other grazing animals often have to dig through snow to graze
during winter.
—Credit: Timothy K. Hamilton, flickr
Other animals, like the snowshoe hare, develop ways to travel on top of deep snow. Snowshoe hares have large
hind feet, and they can spread their toes to act like snowshoes, which helps them walk on the surface of deep
snow without falling through. Similarly, the ptarmigan, a bird common to the Rocky Mountains, saves energy
by walking on top of the snow with its feather-covered feet.
The ptarmigan's feathered feet act as snowshoes, distributing its weight and
preventing it from sinking into the snow.
—Credit: Jean-Guy Dallaire, flickr
The pika, another Rocky Mountain native, dries little bundles of hay in the fall,
then brings this food under the snow to spend the winter. The Arctic fox, which
must deal with the cold, snowy conditions of the Arctic all year, grows thick fur all
the way down to the bottoms of its paws. It has a stocky body, short legs, and
small ears, all of which conserve body heat.
A pika enjoys a reprieve from the snow in Rocky Mountain
National Park.
—Credit: Ann Schonlau, National Park Service
During cold periods, frogs, snakes, and other amphibians and
reptiles slow their body processes almost to a stop, using up
their energy very slowly. Some insects have adapted a lifecycle
that follows the seasons. They grow and reproduce during the
summer months, then die in the fall, leaving their offspring in
protective cocoons that will open the following spring.
Hibernation
Deep snow can prevent some animals from finding food, but it also acts like a blanket, keeping the ground
beneath it warmer than the surrounding air temperature. Some animals take advantage of snow's insulation,
and cope with the cold season by building in a protective den or burrow and going into a deep, long sleep, a
process called hibernation. Bears and groundhogs, for instance, build up fat reserves in the fall so they can
survive hibernating through the snowy winter months, usually not waking again until spring.
Migration
Some animals simply leave snowy, cold regions during the toughest seasons. Arctic terns, for example, spend
the Northern Hemisphere summer in the Arctic, and then migrate to Antarctica for the Southern Hemisphere

summer, traveling about 39,000 kilometers (24,000 miles) round-trip each year. Migration can also happen over
shorter distances: Deer and elk in the Rocky Mountains of the United States tend to migrate down into valleys
during the winter.
The timing of spring snowmelt and autumn snowfall also affects migration. North American salmon
populations typically migrate downstream when melting ice and snow swell rivers. Many migratory water birds
take advantage of the 24-hour sunlight and extensive food supplies available during the Arctic summertime.
But the timing of birds' breeding and nesting depends on when particular regions in the Arctic become snowfree each spring. Some populations nest in Greenland, where snow melts later in the spring season, and there is
a smaller window of opportunity for the species migrating there. Arctic areas of Europe, Asia, and Alaska,
however, have recently experienced earlier springtime thawing, resulting in more snow-free patches and longer
summer seasons for migrating birds.

LIFE UNDER THE SNOW
Source: The Deschutes Land Trust: https://www.deschuteslandtrust.org/news/blog/2016-blog-posts/lifeunder-the-snow
!Snowy pines at the Metolius Preserve. Photo: Land Trust.
We often equate snow with cold. After all, it is the universal symbol of winter!
We watch it come down from the comfort of our homes, cozied up on the couch
with a good book and a blanket, and maybe a cup of hot chocolate. But how do
wildlife that are always out there in the cold, cope through the winter season?
Surprisingly, snow can act as an insulator for many small animals like mice and
voles. They can survive the winter under the snow in the subnivean zone (“sub”= under and “nives” = snow).
The subnivean zone is a hidden, bustling community thriving right beneath our feet!
How is the subnivean zone created?
When snow falls before the ground is frozen solid, the
ground warms the snow closest to the surface and creates
water vapor. As water vapor rises, it begins to form ice
crystals on the lowest layer of the snowpack. The layer of
ice that forms then begins to act like the roof in our own
homes. The snow that continues to fall on the "roof"
provides insulation and keeps temperatures around 32
degrees for most of the winter. Temperatures remain
regulated in the subnivean zone through the winter, even
when outside air temperatures dip below freezing. The
subnivean zone can also be created with vegetation, rocks, or logs that physically hold snow off the ground,

creating a layer of space for small animals to travel and move around throughout the winter.
Life in the subnivean. Illustration by Kristin Link (www.kristinillustration.com)

An entry into the subnivean zone. Photo: Kris Kristovich.
How do animals use the subnivean zone?
The subnivean zone is like a labyrinth of tunnels and chambers used by animals to
travel, sleep, store food, and enter and exit their hidden world below. Some animals
create food caches below the snow, to ensure they have enough food when they need
it. The tunnels also provide a path to different known food sources, such as seeds
and grasses that may be near trees and downed logs.
Holes above ground in the snow not only provide places where animals can enter or
exit, but also act as exhaust vents for carbon dioxide from animal respiration to
escape. Next time you are out in the snow, look around as you walk. If you see small tracks, follow them. If you
can find a hole where they disappear, you may have found an entry or exit point to the secret subnivean world
below!
Coyote tracks in the snow. Photo: Brian Ouimette.
Does the subnivean zone keep animals safe?
You may think that being under cover of snow for most of the winter
guarantees small animals safety from predators, but not so! Predators that
have an exceptional sense of hearing, like owls, foxes, coyotes, and wolves,
can actually hear the movements of small mammals under the snow. You
may have seen video or photos of foxes plunging headfirst into the snow in
pursuit of subnivean dwellers. The fox's technique quickly collapses the
tunnels or chambers beneath the snow, making it nearly impossible for prey
to escape.
Ermines (a type of weasel) take a different approach. As winter approaches,
their coats turn white and act as camouflage, making it easier to enter and travel the tunnels themselves in
search of their next meal. They may also take over tunnels and chambers created by other animals to keep
themselves warm and protected from the elements.
Owls use their innate sense of hearing to listening from their perch to locate animals under the snow. As they
zero in on the location of an animal under the snow, they swoop down and sink their talons into the snow to
grab their prey.

Find your local subnivean zone:
As the snow melts in the spring or during mid-winter thaws, evidence of the secret subnivean zone begins to
appear. Look for the hardened snow or ice tunnels lingering after the lighter snow melts away. In your own
yard, you might find small, winding lines of beaten down grass, or even domes of chewed grass that may have
covered the tunnels themselves.
Web Links
Watch a tunnel being dug under the snow: https://www.massaudubon.org/learn/families-with-children/youngexplorers/activity-sheets/under-the-snow-activity-page/under-the-snow-digging-a-tunnel-video
Tunnels in the Snow: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdG3bqGiQo8
Wild Kratts: Journey Into the Subnivean Zone: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QajbRSLEgGA
This Owl is a Great Listener: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us11h1mEwv0
Fox Dives Headfirst into Snow: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2SoGHFM18I
SNOW AND PLANTS
Source: The National Snow and Ice Data Centre https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/snow/plants.html

How do plants survive the icy cold of snow and winter? Unlike animals, which can often leave, hibernate, or
otherwise escape a harsh environment, plants cannot. Plants must stay where they are rooted and adapt to the
conditions around them. One of the most difficult aspects of cold, wintery places is that most water is frozen,
and plants cannot take up ice.
The narrow, conical shape of these evergreen trees prevents
snow from building up on the branches and damaging the trees.
—Credit: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Adaptations
Deciduous plants handle the lack of water by shedding their
leaves, which tend to evaporate water into the air. During
cold winter months, most deciduous plants drop their leaves
and go dormant. Evergreen plants keep their foliage, but
their leaves and needles have a thick, waxy coatings to
reduce water loss.
In areas that receive frequent snow and may have cold weather year-round, such as in the Arctic, plants have
adapted in other ways. Trees may grow close to the ground, or grow in shapes that help them shed heavy snow
more easily. Plants may hold onto dead leaves for insulation, or use deep snow like a blanket to protect against
the cold. Some evergreens also have a special valve in their cells. This valve automatically seals off individual
frozen cells to prevent a chain reaction of freezing.

Mutual effects
Just as snow shapes plants, plants sometimes drive snow patterns. Forest vegetation influences how much
snow reaches the ground, and how quickly it melts. Snow and certain vegetation spatial patterns reinforce each
other. Near the treeline, where forest gives way to tundra, trees may grow in ribbon forests. As the name
suggests, these are narrow bands of trees, and in the open spaces between trees, snow often forms drifts. The
forest ribbons operate like snow fences. In the summer, deep snow shortens growing-season length, impeding
seedling establishment and growth. As the summer progresses, however, melting snow drifts enhance soil
moisture near the drift, favoring plant growth.

Pine trees form a ribbon forest in the high-altitude Mount
Zirkel Wilderness in Wyoming.
—Credit: Wikimedia Commons

GAME: Eagle Eye
This is an extremely fun and engrossing game appropriate for all ages. The basic game involves one person
being selected as the “Eagle Eye”. That person will stand in one spot, close their eyes and ears, and count to
45. Everyone else (besides the facilitator) hides within a distance prescribed by the facilitator (every setting is
different). The catch is that they have to be able to see the person who is Eagle Eye with at least one of their
eyes at all times. After counting, the Eagle Eye will then open their eyes and look around them without
moving from their spot. They can turn around but may not move from their location. If they spot somebody
that person is captured and comes to stand quietly next to the Eagle Eye until the start of round two (it is
important for captured students to not point out other students or give any hints). After the Eagle Eye has
spotted everyone they can, that round ends and all of the captured people become Eagle Eyes as well (or just
keep the first eagle). This time the Eagle Eyes only count to thirty and everyone must move to a hiding place
ten feet closer. After counting, all of the Eagle Eyes look for people hiding. The game ends when only one
person is left out hiding. That person can then be the new Eagle Eye. After the game, you might want to ask
students about what worked or didn’t work and why. Ask them about what colours they see around them in
the forest and about what colours they tend to wear. Also, this game can be played in a deep forest thicket
with ferns everywhere and then at the forest’s edge near an open meadow.

Another version
Players who have been caught can act as a ‘forest’ about 20 m from the leader. The forest can help conceal
players introducing strategic and cooperative elements.

